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NOTE: Printings have an intentional light design on some pages as does all the printings of this

book.In her hit Food Network show Everyday Italian, Giada De Laurentiis shows you how to cook

delicious, beautiful food in a flash. And here, in her long-awaited first book, she does the

sameâ€”helps you put a fabulous dinner on the table tonight, for friends or just for the kids, with a

minimum of fuss and a maximum of flavor. She makes it all look easy, because it is. Everyday

Italian is true to its title: the fresh, simple recipes are incredibly quick and accessible, and also

utterly mouth-wateringâ€”perfect for everyday cooking. And the book is focused on the real-life

considerations of what you actually have in your refrigerator and pantry (no mail-order ingredients

here) and what youâ€™re in the mood forâ€”whether a simply sauced pasta or a hearty

family-friendly roast, these great recipes cover every contingency. So, for example, youâ€™ll find

dishes that you can make solely from pantry ingredients, or those that transform lowly leftovers into

exquisite entrÃ©es (including brilliant ideas for leftover pasta), and those that satisfy your yearning

to have something sweet baking in the oven. There are 7 ways to make red sauce more interesting,

6 different preparations of the classic cutlet, 5 perfect pestos, 4 creative uses for prosciutto, 3

variations on basic polenta, 2 great steaks, and 1 sublime chocolate tiramisÃ¹â€”plus 100 other

recipes that turn everyday ingredients into speedy but special dinners.Whatâ€™s more, Everyday

Italian is organized according to what type of food you want tonightâ€”whether a soul-warming stew

for Sunday supper, a quick sautÃ© for a weeknight, or a baked pasta for potluck. These categories

will help you figure out what to cook in an instant, with such choices as fresh-from-the-pantry

appetizers, sauceless pastas, everyday roasts, and stuffed vegetablesâ€”whatever youâ€™re in the

mood for, youâ€™ll be able to find a simple, delicious recipe for it here. Thatâ€™s the beauty of

Italian home cooking, and thatâ€™s what Giada De Laurentiis offers hereâ€”the essential recipes to

make a great Italian dinner. Tonight.
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With its cover image of the fetching de Laurentiis wearing a low-cut top and its promise of easy,

tasty Italian recipes, this cookbook is sure to draw in home cooks who don't know how to make a

basic marinara sauce and want to be introduced them to the beauty and simplicity of Italian cuisine.

Which is, of course, a good thing, but a shame, too, since this work lacks depth or meaning.

Readers seeking a true introduction to the building blocks of Italian cooking would be worlds better

off with one of Marcella Hazan's or Lidia Bastianich's early primers. What those who are lured in by

the good looks and charm of de Laurentiis (granddaughter of film producer Dino and star of Food

Network's Everyday Italian) will get is an unsophisticated but decent selection of Italian-American

classics, from antipasto to pasta, meat dishes to desserts, including Clams Oreganata, Caprese

Salad, Salsa all'Amatriciana, Fettucine Alfredo, Veal Marsala, Caponata and Chocolate TiramisÃ¹.

De Laurentiis provides an introduction to each dish, and her recipes are generally minimalist (there

are no recipes for homemade pastas or stews that take a day to make). Though bursting with

glamorous shots of a lovely looking author, this is a rather flat first effort. Copyright Â© Reed

Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

In her hit Food Network show "Everyday Italian, Giada De Laurentiis shows you how to cook

delicious, beautiful food in a flash. And here, in her long-awaited first book, she does the

same--helps you put a fabulous dinner on the table tonight, for friends or just for the kids, with a

minimum of fuss and a maximum of flavor. She makes it all look easy, because it is. "Everyday

Italian is true to its title: the fresh, simple recipes are incredibly quick and accessible, and also

utterly mouth-watering--perfect for everyday cooking. And the book is focused on the real-life

considerations of what you actually have in your refrigerator and pantry (no mail-order ingredients

here) and what you're in the mood for--whether a simply sauced pasta or a hearty family-friendly

roast, these great recipes cover every contingency. So, for example, you'll find dishes that you can

make solely from pantry ingredients, or those that transform lowly leftovers into exquisite entrees

(including brilliant ideas for leftover pasta), and those that satisfy your yearning to have something

sweet baking in the oven. There are 7 ways to make red sauce more interesting, 6 different



preparations of the classic cutlet, 5 perfect pestos, 4 creative uses for prosciutto, 3 variations on

basic polenta, 2 great steaks, and 1 sublime chocolate tiramisu--plus 100 other recipes that turn

everyday ingredients into speedy but special dinners. What's more, "Everyday Italian is organized

according to what type of food you want tonight--whether a soul-warming stew for Sunday supper, a

quick saute for a weeknight, or a baked pasta for potluck. These categories will help you figure out

what to cook in an instant, with suchchoices as fresh-from-the-pantry appetizers, sauceless pastas,

everyday roasts, and stuffed vegetables--whatever you're in the mood for, you'll be able to find a

simple, delicious recipe for it here. That's the beauty of Italian home cooking, and that's what Giada

De Laurentiis offers here--the essential recipes to make a great Italian dinner. Tonight.

Easy, yummy book. Everyone's enjoyed everything I've made from Giada's book. The White Bean

Dip with Pita Chips is a nice hummus alternative. The Lemon Spaghetti is a very refreshing side

dish. The Chicken Parmesan and Chicken Piccata were both very good. I love the Roast Pork Loin

with Fig Sauce. It's a very special tasting roast. Everything in here is yummy and easy for a

weeknight.Pictured below:1) Classic Italian Lasagne - Terrific! The kids had seconds, so I love that

there's two blocks of spinach in there!2) Manicotti - Yum! And her method's easy peasy.3) Roasted

Bell Pepper Salad - p52. This salad is amazing! So wonderfully flavorful!4) Roasted Asparagus

wrapped in Prosciutto - p47. Delicious and quick to pull together.**Her flavors are understated. I

double the garlic in all of it. --Except the pepper salad. That's strongly flavored!

The groom is Italian and the Bride is Dalmation so i have a book for each of the heritage. The bride

loved them.

I have loved Giada's show on Food Network for a long time, and had been downloading her

receipes from Food Network constantly. Her book, "Everyday Italian" was long-awaited and did not

disappoint. I loved her suaces, especially her bright tasting alfredo sauce. I tend to like heavier

sauces, but her arrabiata was also delicious. Notwithstanding the above, I did feel that some of her

sauces and dishes were too "simplified." Granted, fresh, simple sauces are fabulous, but some

sauces need a little more time, or a less "basic" recipe. Knowing her rich family food history, I

anticipated that more intricate and diverse flavors and sauces were in the making, and they were,

with her two other books, "Family Dinners" and "Everyday Pasta." The three Giada cookbooks are a

staple in my household. My husband loves her recipes, and I love the look on his face when he eats

a dish I cooked from her books. He especially loves her baked pasta dishes. Delicious! And, as a



side note, I love her three-tied diamond necklace.

My cookbook by Giada De Laurentis "Everyday Italian" is all it was advertised to be. Lot's of my

favorite Food Network chef's recipes, some of her best IMO. Great pictures, simple instructions and

wonderful basic Italian dishes that even a novice cook like me could prepare. Price was absolutely

affordable and with  Prime, no shipping! I couldn't be happier with my purchase!

If you're a novice cook looking for an uncomplicated Italian cookbook or if you're looking for

straight-foward meals with an Italian flare, the recipes here will meet your needs and expectations.

Most of the ingredients are readily available at your neighborhood grocery; the language is direct

with easy to follow instructions and explanations; and De Laurentiis is honest in presenting the fact

that a number of the recipes in the book are "not for dieters." The book really does contain simple

and very good to delicious recipes.The book's downfall (and the reason for my 3-star rating) is in the

design and layout. Though the book is printed in a sans serif font with decent use of white space, as

another reviewer indicated, some of the recipes are printed in reverse or in very light colors, such as

white on light green or light green on white, making them difficult to read and making it hard to keep

your place while cooking. For anyone with low vision, the recipes on these particular pages will be

totally inaccessible. Fortunately, a majority of the book contains somewhat better contrast, though

still it is gray on white, not black and white.The glossy cookbook does not lack for

photos--unfortunately, very few are of food and even fewer are of the dishes themselves. That

would be the food dishes, not the dishy cook. Of De Laurentiis, photos are plentiful. Some photos

are your typical, glamorous, "My dentist loves me" vogue shots but much of the photography has an

odd, voyeuristic quality that one would not anticipate in a cookbook. The style makes the book feel a

little obsessive and frankly a little creepy. De Laurentiis' B-movie, 'What's that noise behind me?'

pose on page 237 made me wonder if that's what Nancy Drew looks like in the kitchen.Recipes,

thumbs up. Book design and photography, thumbs down.

I am an avid Giada fan and purchased two of her cookbooks. Problem is I couldn't find a single

recipe in either book I wanted to cook Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Âž I have dozens of cookbooks and these are the first

time this has happened. I'll continue to love Giada and watch her shows.

This is a great cookbook. Giada's marinara sauce is terrific. We also love her lasagna, which uses 2

kinds of sauce and spinach. I especially like this book because she gives lots of variations on a



basic recipe. For example, olives can be added to the marinara sauce, which makes it even more

delicious. Dieters...stay away from this cookbook. Nothing about it is low calorie! The Everyday

Entree chapter is a great one to use if you want to make something delicious in a short amount of

time.

Great chef. Great book.
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